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Gods of the Upper Air
The fire at the Triangle Waist Company in New York
City, which claimed the lives of 146 young immigrant
workers, is one of the worst disasters since the
beginning of the Industrial Revolution, and the
disaster, which brought attention to the labor
movement in America, is part of the curriculum in
classrooms throughout the country. Told from
alternating points of view, this historical novel draws
upon the experiences of three very different young
women: Bella, who has just emigrated from Italy and
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doesn't speak a word of English; Yetta, a Russian
immigrant and crusader for labor rights; and Jane, the
daughter of a wealthy businessman. Bella and Yetta
work together at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory under
terrible conditions--their pay is docked for even the
slightest mistake, the bosses turn the clocks back so
closing time is delayed, and they are locked into the
factory all day, only to be frisked before they leave at
night to make sure they haven't stolen any
shirtwaists. When the situation worsens, Yetta leads
the factory's effort to strike, and she meets Jane on
the picket line. Jane, who feels trapped by the limits
of her own sheltered existence, joins a group of highsociety women who have taken an interest in the
strike as a way of supporting women's suffrage.
Through a series of twists and turns, the three girls
become fast friends--and all of them are in the
Triangle Shirtwast Factory on March 25, 1911, the day
of the fateful fire. In a novel that puts a human face
on the tragedy, Margaret Peterson Haddix has created
a sweeping, forceful tale that will have readers
guessing until the last page who--if anyone--survives.

A Cry from Egypt
After a catastrophic Unknown Event leaves the colony
ship Orion stranded deep in space, it's up to thirteenyear-old Beth and her friends to navigate through
treacherous and uncharted territory and reach safety.
But a heavily damaged ship, a mysterious alien
species, space pirates, and an Artificial Intelligence
which Beth suspects may be lying to her mean that
getting home has never been so difficult. Hugely
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gripping, with incredible twists and a fast-paced,
action-packed story, this is an unputdownable science
fiction adventure - perfect for fans of Mortal Engines
and Star Wars.

Lily and the Rockets
A contemporary adventure based on Maya mythology
from Rick Riordan Presents! Zane has always enjoyed
exploring the dormant volcano near his home in New
Mexico, even though hiking it is challenging. He'd
much rather hang out there with his dog, Rosie, than
go to middle school, where kids call him Sir Limps a
Lot, McGimpster, or Uno--for his one good leg. What
Zane doesn't know is that the volcano is a gateway to
another world and he is at the center of a powerful
prophecy. A new girl at school, Brooks, informs him
that he's destined to release an evil god from the
ancient Maya relic he is imprisoned in--unless she can
find and remove it first. Together they return to the
volcano, where all kinds of crazy happens. Brooks
turns into a hawk, a demon attacks them in a cave,
and Rosie gives her all while trying to protect Zane.
When Zane decides to save his dog no matter the
cost, he is thrust into an adventure full of surprising
discoveries, dangerous secrets, and an all-out war
between the gods, one of whom happens to be his
father. To survive, Zane will have to become the
Storm Runner. But how can he run when he can't
even walk well without a cane?

Floodland
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Caitlin, the only young person living on Middle Island,
finds Perijee, a tiny alien, on the beach and he
becomes her secret friend, but Perijee's rapid growth
is a big problem.

Releasing The Gods
Following the award-winning BBC Radio 4 series, a
panoramic exploration of peoples, objects and beliefs
from the celebrated author of A History of the World
in 100 Objects and Germany 'Riveting, extraordinary
tells the sweeping story of religious belief in all its
inventive variety. The emphasis is not on our
differences, but on shared spiritual yearnings' Rachel
Campbell-Johnston, The Times, Books of the Year One
of the central facts of human existence is that every
society shares a set of beliefs and assumptions - a
faith, an ideology, a religion - that goes far beyond
the life of the individual. These beliefs are an
essential part of a shared identity. They have a
unique power to define - and to divide - us, and are a
driving force in the politics of much of the world
today. Throughout history they have most often been,
in the widest sense, religious. Yet this book is not a
history of religion, nor an argument in favour of faith.
It is about the stories which give shape to our lives,
and the different ways in which societies imagine
their place in the world. Looking across history and
around the globe, it interrogates objects, places and
human activities to try to understand what shared
beliefs can mean in the public life of a community or a
nation, how they shape the relationship between the
individual and the state, and how they help give us
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our sense of who we are. For in deciding how we live
with our gods, we also decide how to live with each
other. 'The new blockbuster by the museums maestro
Neil MacGregor The man who chronicles world history
through objects is back examining a new set of
objects to explore the theme of faith in society'
Sunday Times

American Gods
Elliot Hooper's troubles are far from over: his mum's
health worsens, he's struggling at school, and a bunch
of anarchic Greek immortals have moved into his
home - including teen goddess Virgo, who's in trouble
with the Zodiac. What's more, death-daemon
Thanatos and his scary mum are at large. As even
more immortal allies and enemies emerge, Virgo and
Elliot must learn how to be heroes

The Monstrous Child
"You shut us down in the darkness, you skin people
oh so bright beneath your lovely skies. You buried us
among the filth and the poison and the old machines
and the chemicals." Max and Abby race against time
to find the Machine Men and stop the creation of a
mad god who will destroy everything. Leading a ragtag band of monsters, witches and exiles they make
their way across an ancient wilderness shrouded in
endless night. But in the centre of this desolation they
come across one of their deadliest foes, and discover
the true extent of the conspiracy against mankind.
Only two choices remain, they can either set the
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Giants that will form the deity's mind against each
other, or they can risk everything on a journey to the
very edge of their universe. Crysanthe spends her
days hunting escaped mutants through the wood and
canvas corridors of the Brittle Hag's starship, trying to
forget her past in the endless labyrinth. The vast
landscapes of the craft have become her refuge, but
the vessel is under attack from an unknown
intelligence outside reality itself. The general and her
Abhuman allies must survive long enough for her to
beg the last alien gods to save humanity. Dark
Feathered Hearts is the sequel to Thumb, Ragged
Claws and AntiHelix and the final volume of The Book
of the Colossus, a gripping fast-paced science fantasy
series.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
The baby animals in the Black Mushroom Forest are
afraid of the dark, and their mothers are desperate for
help. When a special elephant arrives with a unique
talent--he can eat the dark night--they see a glimmer
of hope. Can he help the baby animals overcome their
nighttime fears? As he travels around the forest, the
elephant eats the night's darkness, turning everything
as bright as day. As a result, the children play all day
and night, not knowing when it's time for bed.
Everyone is exhausted, including the mothers. They
beg the elephant to return the dark nights. When he
does, the children discover the night is needed and
not as scary as they once thought.

Orion Lost
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In Transylvania during the Middle Ages, a pack of
wolves sets out on a perilous journey to prevent their
enemy from calling upon a legendary evil one that will
give her the power to control all animals.

Who Let the Gods Out?
Marcus Sedgwick's award-winning debut novel about
surviving in a sinking world. Winner of the Branford
Boase Award, FLOODLAND is an unstoppable force in
young adult fiction. Imagine that a few years from
now England is covered by water, and Norwich is an
island. Zoe, left behind in the confusion when her
parents escaped, survives there as best she can.
Alone and desperate among marauding gangs, she
manages to dig a derelict boat out of the mud and
gets away to Eels Island. But Eels Island, whose
raggle-taggle inhabitants are dominated by the
strange boy Dooby, is full of danger too. The belief
that she will one day find her parents spurs Zoe on to
a dramatic escape in a story of courage and
determination that leads to an unexpected and
touching conclusion. FLOODLAND has a powerful and
emotive theme, handled with warmth and humanity.

Beast Keeper
Eleven-year-old Demon had never met his father, the
god Pan, until the day he was whisked away to the
stables of Olympus and charged with looking after all
of the mythical creatures there, a task which is
complicated by the tempestuous gods and goddesses
and Heracles, who keeps killing the immortal beasts.
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Who Let the Gods Out? 4: Against All
Gods
"'Girls, get back!' Ezra shouted. His face was pale, but
his eyes kindled with indignation as he stood in front
of the girls protectively. Ezra dropped the pitchers in
the sand and his hand flashed to a dagger, concealed
under his tunic. Jarah's eyes grew wide. He could be
killed for carrying a dagger! Jarah was a slave in
Egypt. It was a dangerous place to be. Her work was
exhausting and her family was torn between the gods
of the Egyptians and the God of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob. And her brother would his Ada be given in
marriage to an Egyptian in the palace? Would they
ever be free? Adventure, excitement, love, and faith
come together when Jarah and her family find
themselves at the culmination of four hundred years
of history"--Page 4 of cover.

Storm Runner
Bailey's new neighbourhood was ultra - mega - boring
concrete until Scribbleboy covered it with eye scorching colours. Ziggy, Ma Glamrock, Levi and
Tiffany Spangle show Bailey how to create the best
shape of all: a circle of friends.

Simply the Quest
Readers looking for an enchanting read, a story of
overcoming the odds, or a tale of suspense will love
this traditional Agatha Christie, who-dun-it mystery,
matched and raised by a hint of magic.
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Who Let the Gods Out? 2: Simply the
Quest
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops,
tablets and phones. Including Old Testament and New
Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that
became the Authorized King James Bible was begun in
1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of
England, under the direction of King James. The
translation was done by forty-seven Church of
England scholars, the New Testament coming from
the Greek Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old
Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew text, and the
Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except
for two Esdras from the Latin Vulgate.

Pardonable Lies
A beautifully written, incredibly original and wickedly
funny novel for readers of 10 and older - BLOOM is for
everyone who has ever felt like they didn't fit in, and
for anyone who has ever wanted a little more colour
and wildness in their lives Sorrel Fallowfield is growing
up - in a REALLY surprising way Sorrel Fallowfield is so
good at being good that teachers come to her when
they need help remembering the school rules - and
there are LOTS. Luckily, Sorrel doesn't have any
trouble following them, until the day she discovers a
faded packet of Surprising Seeds buried under a tree
in her backyard. Now she's hearing voices, seeing
things, experiencing an almost unstoppable urge to
plant the Seeds in some very unusual places and
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completely failing to win her school's competition to
find The Most Obedient Child of the School. And all
that's before flowers start growing out of her head

Pog
It all started with a dare. A single dare on Maisey
Parker's twenty first birthday and her entire life
changed. One second she was getting drunk with her
friends, and the next she was climbing a cliff, cutting
her hand, and accidentally offering a blood sacrifice
that opened a thousand year old prison. A prison that
contained the only living Titan. One too powerful to
kill. One that wants nothing to do with being attached
to Maisey. Cronus has an old score to settle with the
Greek Pantheon. Lucky she has some sick days saved
up at work, because Maisey is dragged along whether
she likes it or not. A decision Cronus no doubt
regretted right around the time she makes a colossal
mistake, unleashing an untold evil on the world.Now
they're in a race against the clock to resurrect the
other Titans, the only beings who can contain the evil.
They're the world's last hope. And Maisey's.

The Sight
In the third novel of this bestselling series from,
London investigator Maisie Dobbs faces grave danger
as she returns to the site of her most painful WWI
memories to resolve the mystery of a pilot's death. A
deathbed plea from his wife leads Sir Cecil Lawton to
seek the aid of Maisie Dobbs, psychologist and
investigator. As Maisie soon learns, Agnes Lawton
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never accepted that her aviator son was killed in the
Great War, a torment that led her not only to the edge
of madness but to the doors of those who practice the
dark arts and commune with the spirit world. In
accepting the assignment, Maisie finds her spiritual
strength tested, as well as her regard for her mentor,
Maurice Blanche. The mission also brings her together
once again with her college friend Priscilla Evernden,
who served in France and who lost three brothers to
the war—one of whom, it turns out, had an intriguing
connection to the missing Ralph Lawton. Following on
the heels of Jacqueline Winspear's triumphant Birds of
a Feather, PARDONABLE LIES is the most compelling
installment yet in the chronicles of Maisie Dobbs, "a
heroine to cherish" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York
Times Book Review).

Bloom
The bestselling compendium of ancient Greece’s
timeless tales and towering figures of mythology from
a classics expert. The world of Greek mythology
contains some of the most exciting and imaginative
stories ever told. In Heroes, Gods and Monsters of the
Greek Myths, bestselling author Bernard Evslin shares
his passion for these fabulous tales and the eternal
themes they so beautifully express. In this accessible
overview, you’ll get to know the iconic gods, heroes,
and tragic figures: Zeus, the all-powerful king of the
gods; Hera, his cunning and jealous wife; King Midas,
whose touch could turn anything into gold; the
sculptor Pygmalion, who falls in love with his own
creation; and many more. With each story, Evslin
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brings new life to these legendary characters and the
magical world they inhabit. Translated into multiple
languages, and with more than ten million copies
sold, this invaluable resource has become a classic in
itself.

The Elephant That Ate the Night
Elliot and Virgo's troubles are far from over: deathdaemon Thanatos and his scary mum are at large and
determined to destroy the world. As even more
immortal allies and enemies emerge, Virgo and Elliot
must learn how to be heroes

Heroes, Gods and Monsters of the Greek
Myths
The fourth and final book in the hilarious bestselling
WHO LET THE GODS OUT series; perfect for fans of
David Solomons! 'I totally fell in love with Elliot and
the gods, and I think you're all going to love them
too.' ROBIN STEVENS on book 1 'One of the funniest
new voices in children's literature. The laughs come
thick and fast' DAVID SOLOMONS on book 1 In the
series finale of Maz Evans' bestselling Who Let the
Gods Out? series, Elliot faces his darkest period yet.
As well as facing up to his fears, he realises that the
future of mankind - and the survival of everything he
holds dear - is at stake. But can a bunch of misfit
gods, a lost constellation and a mortal boy stand up
to the daemon hordes?

Who Let the Gods Out?
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Elliot's mum is ill and his home is under threat, but a
shooting star crashes to earth and changes his life
forever. The star is Virgo - a young Zodiac goddess on
a mission. But the pair accidentally release Thanatos,
a wicked death daemon imprisoned beneath
Stonehenge, and must then turn to the old Olympian
gods for help. After centuries of cushy retirement on
earth, are Zeus and his crew up to the task of saving
the world - and solving Elliot's problems too?

Who Let the Gods Out? 3: Beyond the
Odyssey
A stunning, operatic, epic drama, like no other. Meet
Hel, an ordinary teenager - and goddess of the
Underworld. Why is life so unfair? Hel tries to make
the bets of it, creating gleaming halls in her dark
kingdom and welcoming the dead who she is forced
to host for eternity. Until eternity itself is threatened.
Francesca's first and wonderful foray into teen.

Whom the Gods Would Destroy
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants
nothing more than to live a quiet life with his wife and
stay out of trouble. Until he learns that she's been
killed in a terrible accident. Flying home for the
funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a strange
man in the seat next to him introduces himself. The
man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows more
about Shadow than is possible. He warns Shadow that
a far bigger storm is coming. And from that moment
on, nothing will ever he the same
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The Last Chance Hotel
A timeless middle-grade story of football, friendship
and determination from acclaimed author Rebecca
Stevens. Lily has a job at the munitions factory and a
goalkeeper's spot with a new women's football team,
the Rockets. When the war ends, the girls lose their
jobs and their football. But Lily refuses to give up her
dream

A Protegee of Jack Hamlin's, and Other
Stories
For fans of Karen Foxlee’s Ophelia and the Marvelous
Boy comes a rollicking debut about a young girl’s
adventures in the far reaches of the icy north. When
Emmeline’s scientist parents mysteriously disappear,
she finds herself heading for a safe house, where
allies have pledged to protect her. But along the way,
she is kidnapped by the villainous Doctor Siegfried
Bauer, who is bound for the ice fields of Greenland.
There he hopes to summon a mystical creature from
the depths of the ancient glaciers, a creature said to
be so powerful that whoever controls it can control
the world. Unfortunately, Bauer isn’t the only one
determined to unleash the creature. The North Witch
has laid claim to the mythical beast, too, and
Emmeline—along with a scrappy stowaway named
Thing—may be the only one with the power to save
the world as we know it. Can Emmeline face one of
the greatest legends of all time—and live to tell the
tale?
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My Secret
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with
secrets anonymously written on them by people from
all over the world and sent to the founder of
PostSecret, a community art project that evolved into
a website.

Scribbleboy
'One of a kind. Utterly fantastic.' Eoin Colfer on Tin
David and Penny's strange new home is surrounded
by forest. It's the childhood home of their mother,
who's recently died. But other creatures live here
magical creatures, like tiny, hairy Pog. He's one of the
First Folk, protecting the boundary between the
worlds. As the children explore, they discover
monsters slipping through from the place on the other
side of the cellar door. Meanwhile, David is drawn into
the woods by something darker, which insists there's
a way he can bring his mother back

Who Let the Gods Out
2020 Anisfield-Wolf Book Award Winner Finalist for
the National Book Critics Circle Award From an awardwinning historian comes a dazzling history of the birth
of cultural anthropology and the adventurous
scientists who pioneered it--a sweeping chronicle of
discovery and the fascinating origin story of our
multicultural world. A century ago, everyone knew
that people were fated by their race, sex, and
nationality to be more or less intelligent, nurturing, or
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warlike. But Columbia University professor Franz Boas
looked at the data and decided everyone was wrong.
Racial categories, he insisted, were biological fictions.
Cultures did not come in neat packages labeled
"primitive" or "advanced." What counted as a family,
a good meal, or even common sense was a product of
history and circumstance, not of nature. In Gods of
the Upper Air, a masterful narrative history of radical
ideas and passionate lives, Charles King shows how
these intuitions led to a fundamental reimagining of
human diversity. Boas's students were some of the
century's most colorful figures and unsung
visionaries: Margaret Mead, the outspoken field
researcher whose Coming of Age in Samoa is among
the most widely read works of social science of all
time; Ruth Benedict, the great love of Mead's life,
whose research shaped post-Second World War Japan;
Ella Deloria, the Dakota Sioux activist who preserved
the traditions of Native Americans on the Great Plains;
and Zora Neale Hurston, whose studies under Boas
fed directly into her now classic novel, Their Eyes
Were Watching God. Together, they mapped
civilizations from the American South to the South
Pacific and from Caribbean islands to Manhattan's city
streets, and unearthed an essential fact buried by
centuries of prejudice: that humanity is an undivided
whole. Their revolutionary findings would go on to
inspire the fluid conceptions of identity we know
today. Rich in drama, conflict, friendship, and love,
Gods of the Upper Air is a brilliant and
groundbreaking history of American progress and the
opening of the modern mind.
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Dark Feathered Hearts
Odd Gods
A story of fear and hope, loneliness and friendship -full of the heart, engaging characters, and propulsive,
page-turning mystery that made The Goldfish Boy so
beloved.

The Holy Bible
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA
TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER #1 Indie Next
Pick and #1 LibraryReads Pick - October 2020
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine A “Best Of”
Book From: CNN *Amazon Editors * Goodreads *
Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble *
Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The
Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart
Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *
BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily
News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot
* In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After
Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten
by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
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extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young woman
learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the
world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300
years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a
hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Children's Book of Mythical Beasts and
Magical Monsters
Elliot's life is spiralling out of control and his mum's
health is worsening. The gods are determined to
embark on the quest for the third chaos stone. But
Elliot has heard of a mythical potion rumoured to cure
all ills could he save his mum, even if it means
sacrificing the fate of the world?

Uprising
Stories have been told on every continent since the
dawn of time, and some have lasted for thousands of
years, becoming what we know today as myths.
These fantastical tales educate and fascinate by
creating amazing worlds and inhabiting them with
wondrous feats of heroics and dastardly deeds of evil.
Children's Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical
Monsters gives children the opportunity to discover
these stories, and encourages them to understand
storytelling from different cultures.
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The Eye of the North
A shooting star crashes to earth and changes Elliot's
life forever. The star is Virgo - a young Zodiac
goddess on a mission. When the pair accidentally
unleash the wicked death daemon Thanatos, they
turn to the old Olympian gods for help. But after
centuries of cushy retirement on earth, are Zeus and
his crew up to the task?

Perijee & Me
Diary of a Wimpy Kid meets Percy Jackson in Odd
Gods, the first book in a hilarious illustrated series
about the most unlikely, unusual Gods ever to grace
the halls of Mount Olympus Middle School. Oddonis
may be the son of Zeus, but he’s a little bit…odd for a
God. He’s so odd, in fact, he’s not sure if he has any
powers at all. And if that isn’t enough, his twin brother
Adonis is the most popular, most athletic, and most
otherworldly handsome God of them all. Oddonis’s
future at Mount Olympus Middle isn’t looking bright,
especially when he makes the last-minute decision to
run against Adonis to be class president. With the
help of his friends Mathena (Goddess of math and
poultry), Germes (God of all things sniffling and
snotty), Puneous (the smallest God of them all), and
Gaseous (enough said?), Oddonis is determined to win
the race, prove that his friends are as good as any
Greek God, and maybe, just maybe, find out what his
true powers really are. Read the hilarious new
adventures of Oddonis and his friends from debut
children’s authors David Slavin and Daniel Weitzman,
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filled with dozens of black-and-white illustrations by
award-winning artist Adam Lane.

Living with the Gods
"A Protegee of Jack Hamlin's, and Other Stories" by
Bret Harte. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Alex Sparrow and the Really Big Stink
Elliot Hooper wants nothing more than a regular life
for him and his mom. Then a Constellation of the
Zodiac crashes from the sky into a pile of cow dung in
front of him, and that wish explodes in a spray
ofwellyou know. Virgo, a 1,964-year-old girl, is on a
routine mission to Earth and ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN
from interacting with mortals. So of course she takes
Elliot along with her. But when an evil daemon named
Thanatos escapes to wreak terrible havoc, their
routine mission turns not-so-routine. For if Elliot and
Virgo don't track down the retired Zeus and the rest
of the Olympians and help them catch Thanatos,
mortals and gods alike won't be long for this earth.
Elliot Hooper's life just got a whole lot more
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LEGENDARY.

The Light Jar
Elliot's life is spiralling out of control. He's been
suspended from school, his ex-convict dad is useless
around the house and his mum's health is worsening.
What's more, the gods are determined to forge on
with the quest for the third chaos stone. An unlikely,
hilarious and heart-warming odyssey begins. But Elliot
has heard of a mythical potion rumoured to cure all
ills - can he save his mum, even if it means sacrificing
the fate of the world?

Beyond the Odyssey
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